Abstracts: Matrix structuring is a very beautiful way to place Bernoulli numbers, by which a new view to the numbers is opened. Natural Numbers are mathematics seeds and Natural Number System (NNS) breeds the whole world mathematically.
Giving s 0 =0 and build the below number sequence.
s i =s i-1 +d(i), i∈N Then d(i) is also s number sequence and the sum of the first n terms of d(i) can be described as below.
∑d(i)=s n -s 0 =s n (a) This Equation (a) is the seed for differentials and integrals. Consider d(i)=i^p, we have s n as below.
s n =∑i^p By observation, the above sum of n-items can be expressed with a (p+1)'s polynomial as below.
s n =∑a i *n^i, i=0 to p+1 with p+2 items, and the below set of linear equations of a j are formed.
∑a i *n^i=∑j^p, i=0 to p+1 and j=0 to n Which will be rational Diophantine if n<p+1 or there are solutions for a i for which at least p+2 equations can be formed, i.e. j=0 to p+1. And giving p, n∈0 & N and p<n, without loss of generality, it is obvious to have the below results. a 0 =0 for any p ∑a i *n^i=∑j^p for i=1 to p+1 and j=1 to n (b) i.e. p+1 degree polynomial of n is enough to define ∑j^p, j=1 to n, the sum of p powers of the consecutive natural numbers equal to and less than n, which, the Equation (b), is the seed for Fourier Transformations.
The above linear equations can also be rewritten as below in general.
[ These are very interesting and beautiful upper triangle matrices. We can generate the both by giving their 1 st rows, which could be seen as the seeds and the soil, simply with arithmetic adding and multiplying.
s ii-k =r ii-k =0, k=1 to i-1 and i=1 to p+1 (upper-triangulated) s 22 =r 11 +r 21 =1 (sum by adding numbers' power) r 22 =2*s 22 =2 (raise the power by multiplying) s 2j =r 1j-1 +r 2j-1 =2^(j-1)-1 (sum by adding numbers' power) r 2j =2*s 2j (j=3 to p+1) (raise the power by multiplying) ………… s pp =r p-1p-1 +r p-1p-2 (sum by adding numbers' power) r pp =p*s pp (raise the power by multiplying) s pj =r p-1j-1 +r pj-1 (sum by adding numbers' power) r pj =p*s pj (j=p & p+1) (raise the power by multiplying) s p+1p+1 =r pp +r pp-1 (sum by adding numbers' power) r p+1p+1 =(p+1)*s p+1p+1 (raise the power by multiplying) then the two (p+1)×(p+1) matrices are completely generated.
And the below equations about the two matrices are observed deductively. r kk =k*s kk =k*r k-1k-1 =k*(k-1)*s k- [2] R(k) ij indicates the determinant of a k-order square matrix of the below pattern (i and j=k+1 to p), and the parentheses for k can be omitted.
